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Looking for Brown Gorillas
By Shihan Scott Campsall

Confession time: if asked, I can identify several items in
a room that are orange. Unfortunately, if I am asked to
scan the room for those same orange items within a
minute and then close my eyes and name every brown
item, I may have difficulty. This was based on a test a
friend gave me to find out how observant I was, and I
failed.
Two psychologists, Daniel Simons and David Chabris
conducted an experiment where they showed a video of
people throwing a ball to one another. The person
watching was asked to count how many times people
with white shirts caught the ball. Most people came up
with the correct answer. Most people also failed to
notice a person dressed as a gorilla who casually walks
into the group and even waves before walking out. The
video of the "invisible gorilla" is still popular on
YouTube and easy to find.
Our brains seem geared to look for what we believe is
obvious, but with a small mental manipulation, we
might be able to find something different and this could
be a key in unlocking our potential for success.
When asking people what stops them from doing fitness
and martial art classes, we often hear some standard
excuses.
"It's too expensive,"
"I'm too old."
"I don't have enough time."
"I'm out of shape."
Yet, we have registered people with less money less
years ahead than behind them, extremely busy
schedules, and less athletic ability.
There is a danger in only seeing the
negative. Sometimes it takes a little bit of bravery and
a different way of seeing things to find out that we might
be missing something if we just change our
perspective. This doesn't just apply to martial arts and
fitness, but other areas in life as well.

THIS OCTOBER!
We’re collecting donations for the
Canadian Breast Cancer Society!
Please contact our office to make
your contribution today!

Register now for the martial art event of
the year!
Nov. 4, 5, 6
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Wolf Pack Report
Red Pack Welcome Luke Bowes, Jax Evans,
Xander Evans, Felix Evans, Aidan Harkness,
Jacob Le Huquet, Sawyer Baptie, Greyson
Hollingshead, Victoria Pizzulo, Zachary Donato,
2071 points

Ladies Only Friday Night Fight Fit!
Fri. Oct.21 at 8pm
For ages 13 and older
Free for Okami Kai Martial Art and
Fitness members!
$20 for non-members.

Starting Thurs. Oct.6 the
10:30am Adult Karate class
will be one hour.

Green Pack Welcome Rachel Casella, Sofia
Campos, Leo Roske, Francis Debly, Louis Debly,
Charlotte Shepherd, Jasper Glendening, and
Adrian Glendening! Welcome also to Collins and
Rowan Patterson! Your sister Harper got 200
points for encouraging you to join! Welcome also
to Lincoln DiNatale! Your brother Carter got 100
points for encouraging you to join!
969 points
Blue Pack Congratulations to Daniel O’Brien who
was chosen as Ichiban for this month! Daniel
attended 18 classes last month including Karate,
BJJ, and Aikido! Welcome Callen Cheesman, Ellis
Morvay, Henry Williams, Shane Izzard,
950 points
Yellow Pack Welcome James Lewthwaite,
923 points

Wednesday Weapons Classes
October 5

kama, nunchaku,
sai

October 12
October 19

kama, sai, tonfa
sai, tonfa,
nunchuku
tonfa, nunchuku,
kama

October 26

There will be no classes on
Sat. Oct. 8 or Mon. Oct.10
We hope everyone
has a safe and

Happy
Thanksgiving!

All classes are at 7pm.
For Orange Belt and Higher Students
Talk to Shihan for details.

Did you know?
Train hard! The next kyu belt
testing date is

Sat. Oct.29!
RTG Forms MUST be in by Oct.15





We deal with suppliers who sell belt displays! Talk
to our office today to look at the various ways you
can display the results of your hard work!
High school students can earn community hours
by helping with lower belt classes. Talk to Sensei
Sonja to schedule your time and ask Shihan to
sign your form.
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